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Lesson 1 Power point about materials 

Introduction 
This lesson/unit is the first introduction to AICLE for students in 1st ESO. Therefore it starts as a 
revision of previous knowledge and skills just seen in their mother tongue. You could just use it 
as a direct revision of the topic or as a complement to any practical assembly or work your 
students have been doing lately. 
Estimated duration: 1 hour 

Activity 1 
To enhance the presentation the teacher could say the key words before the text appear and 
then the students repeat it and write them even though they don’t know the correct spelling. 
You can stop the presentation whilst all the students say the words correctly. Then let the text 
appear on the presentation and the students check the spelling of the key words. On finishing 
the presentation they must compare their spelling with his partners. Finally ask a student to 
spell the words out loud, while the others or the teacher correct/agree with the spelling. 
Now show the presentation again and ask the students to say the words associated with the 
images before the writing appears. 

Activity 2 
Before doing the activity students should have watched the Power Point presentation ‘Revising 
materials’. The teacher reads the text twice, first straight through and later more slowly. Leave 
some spare time after reading for students to sort and check the answers with his/her partner. 
Finally the teacher asks each student for a key word and writes it down on the blackboard, 
making a list and adding any words not spotted. Students could complete the list. 

Text 
Materials are physical substances man uses to produce or manufacture objects. Raw materials 
are first extracted or harvested from earth and then processed to produce finished materials. 
With finished materials we make finished products. 
For example, to make a kitchen pot we mine raw materials (coal and iron) to produce steel 
which in turn could be used to make the pot. 
We know several materials we have just studied in technology: metals, wood, plastic, and so 
on. 
Metals could be pure, such as copper used in pipes and aluminium used to protect food, or 
alloy, like steel, which is made of a mixture of coal and iron, to make building structures. 
Wood is often used to make tools and furniture. We have used natural wood to make a sample 
of wood join and manufactured boards to make a Chinese game called tan gram. 
Finally, plastics are made of long chain molecules called polymers. They could be classified 
depending on their properties: 
Thermoplastics could be reshaped by heating them. They are very common: PVC for pipes, 
Polythene for bottles, Polystyrene for insulation, etc. 
Thermosetting plastics could be shaped just once. They are rigid and withstand high 
temperatures. They are used in electrical devices and also to protect work surfaces in kitchens. 
Finally, elastomeric plastics, often called rubber, have excellent elastic properties and they are 
used in car tires, bumpers, scuba diving suits, hoses, etc. 
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Activity 3 
You can change the difficulty of this exercise. Clever students could guess the suitable words 
just by remembering them without the help of any lists. Make it easier for lower level students 
by providing a list with the exact number of words that fit the blanks. 

Further activities 
 Students create/draw a mind map about materials as a summary of the reading. 

 Teacher gives students the introductory text for revising and checking it. 

 Show photos or Flash cards about materials, and ask the children to say the materials name 
quickly. 
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Lesson 2 Discovering materials around us 

Introduction 
In this lesson, we will try to make students realise they are surrounded by many materials and 
that each one it is used for one or more purposes according to their characteristics. 
This lesson allows students to work alone or in pairs. In the latter case group clever and less 
skilled students, and allow them to talk in their mother tongue. Later, they could complete the 
exercises using English, with the help of a visual dictionary or a bilingual dictionary. 
Estimated duration: 1-2 hours 

Activity 1 
First, write down the key words about materials in the blackboard: wood, iron, steel, plastic, 
aluminium, brass, tissue, tin, zinc, bronze, etc. To help students understanding what they are 
expected to do, use an example. For example, the blackboard is made of... 

Activity 2 
Before doing this exercise, it could be useful for students to revise descriptive adjectives and 
some common verbs of everyday activities. As stated above, complete the exercise explanation 
with an example. 

Activity 3 
For this activity you will need adhesive labels. Students could use pencil guide lines (“pauta”) to 
improve the lettering. Then write letters with a pen and once it is dried, erase the pencil lines. 
Double check the correct spelling of the words the students write on the label. 
In order to avoid hindering object use but also to make easy reading the label help them to find 
a suitable place to stick the label on the tool. Finally protect the writing covering the label with 
transparent adhesive tape. 

Activity 4 
This activity summarizes the content of the lesson and helps the student to fix some easy 
English structures for describing things. As a final activity, the teacher could ask the students to 
read their object descriptions aloud, so all the class listen to the description. Students could 
vote for the best explanation or the most interesting object chosen. 

Activity 5 
To help some slow students and avoid blocks, the teacher could write on the blackboard a list 
of materials on one side, and on the other a list of objects from the classroom. Clever students 
could think about objects out of the list. At the end of the activity, ask the students to link both 
lists correctly. 
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Lesson 3 Final revision 

Introduction 
Use this lesson as a summary of all we have learnt about materials. It is important to 
encourage students in doing AICLE/CLIL so this is why I enclosed some activities that allow the 
teacher, to not only revise the topic but also do it whilst having fun.  
Estimated duration: 1hour 


